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Theory 
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The Big Problems

 Interpreting observations:                             
simulations link theory to what we see.

Planning observations:                                
what should telescopes be looking for?

How can the Local Group, LAMOST & GAIA 
make a big impact?

How can simulations & theory contribute?



The Big Problems

 Galaxy assembly & CDM 

Star formation, feedback & self-enrichment? 

Where are the dwarfs predicted by CDM?
What is the gravitational potential of the MW?
Is the Halo potential smooth or clumpy? 
Do dwarf galaxies & GCs contain IMBHs? 
How does dwarf galaxy formation differ from GC 
formation and open cluster formation?                        

How can the Local Group, LAMOST & GAIA 
make a big impact?

How can simulations & theory contribute?



The Big Problems

Example 1:

Can we simulate the signature within the MW 
of a minor merger / GC disruption?  

Should there be clear tracers in composition & 
angular momentum phase space?

Direct N-body simulations?

How can the Local Group, LAMOST & GAIA 
make a big impact?

How can simulations & theory contribute?



The Big Problems

Example 2:

How different would the tidal streams 
look if there had been IMBHs in the 
disrupting/disrupted objects?

Direct N-body simulations.

How can the Local Group, LAMOST & GAIA 
make a big impact?

How can simulations & theory contribute?



The Big Problems

Example 3:

Simulate Leo T.... how could it possibly 
retain that gas? How can it be currently 
star forming?

Hydrodynamics & radiative transfer?

Semi-analytics?

How can the Local Group, LAMOST & GAIA 
make a big impact?

How can simulations & theory contribute?



The Big Problems

Example 4:

Why the distinct gap between GCs and 
dSphs? Is there a minimum halo size 
which can form stars?

N-body & hydrodynamics & stellar 
evolution simulations.

How can the Local Group, LAMOST & GAIA 
make a big impact?

How can simulations & theory contribute?



The Big Problems

Example 4:

Why the distinct gap between GCs and 
dSphs? Is there a minimum halo size 
which can form stars?

N-body & hydrodynamics & 
stellar evolution simulations.

How can the Local Group, LAMOST & GAIA 
make a big impact?

How can simulations & theory contribute?
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what do we need?
As much kinematic & composition information as 

possible from the Local Group.

Collaborations in simulations: Teams taking experts 
in different techniques and working together to 

address previously impossible problems.

what can we address?
CDM & galaxy assembly

Star formation: efficiency, feedback, self-enrichment
IMBHs in dwarf spheroidals?

Supernova yields & pollution; the first stars?



The end... or the beginning?


